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Abstract
In today’s educational climate, it is more prevalent than ever to take into consideration the texts
and mediums that we include in our ELA curriculums and also how we utilize technology to
transform student learning. The use of multimodal and non-traditional texts in classrooms has
been widely controversial among ELA educators and legislators. The value of these texts,
whether they be in the form of video or film, graphic narratives, podcasts, tweets, memes,
infographics, etc., is being evaluated against the common core and state standards, and what
skills students in the ELA classroom should be learning. This paper evaluates these
non-traditional texts as educational tools, and examines how they are being used to scaffold,
supplement, and transform methods of best teaching practice.
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Introduction
Multimodal and non-traditional texts are a point of confusion and often contention for
teachers trying to navigate the world of distance or hybrid learning and also trying to engage
students in a world that is so heavily saturated with technology. My experiences have led me to
view these mediums in the contemporary classroom to mostly assist in the following two areas;
a) to alleviate educational concerns, such as a lack of instructional time, lack of student
engagement, and student equity in accessing the curriculum and, b) to make room for new skill
sets to be explored and taught, such as designing multimodal texts, engaging with classical texts
in a way that includes visual literacy and analysis, and evaluating information presented
graphically. Additionally, non-traditional texts are used to support English Language Learners
(ESL/ELL/ and ESOL), Special Education Students, Gifted and Talented Students, and even to
support readers’ transitions between elementary, intermediate, and secondary schools.
Throughout my educational journey, I have been in ELA classrooms across many grade
levels, in elementary settings and secondary, and I have taught general education and special
education. I have found that many of the dilemmas that educators face in their ELA classrooms
can be positively influenced by introducing non-traditional texts into the curriculum and
strategically designing educational experiences that rely on the technology that we are currently
using in schools. As a student myself, I have grown into an educational world in which most
teachers are at least “warm” to the idea of using non-traditional texts, both out of curiosity for
how they can change education and also out of a necessity to teach so much in such limited
instructional time. I have been impressed with how useful multimodal texts can be and I have
found that a good variety of traditional and non-traditional texts is beneficial for my learning,
retention, and application of new skills and ideas.
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Lack of Instructional Time
Within my own classroom, I have found that the most efficient way to use instructional
time to both introduce new skills and maintain prerequisite skills throughout the year is to use
technology. Oftentimes you will find my students working on digital playlists, choice boards,
HyperDocs, and other digitized forms of personalized learning tools in which students have
choice and are actively interacting with the content. I find that this is a unique experience for the
students, and although it generally takes a lot of time outside of classtime for me to design, it
more quickly can give students access to a lot of information. Educational tools like those
mentioned above can include non-traditional texts such as YouTube videos, graphic narrative
panels, and music videos (for example, Flocabulary), which can be used to more quickly and
interactively to teach or reinforce student learning.
Lack of Student Engagement
In the early 2000s as a middle schooler, I played a computer game, (with a CD-rom on a
big fat windows computer, believe it or not,) that followed an eighth grade girl named Rockett
through her first day at a new school. The objective of the game was to make decisions for
Rockett throughout the story, based on the situation that had just been presented. The narrative
would recommence when you’d made a choice, and the story would progress differently based
on what action or attitude you chose for her. For me, the game sparked a curiosity for creative
writing as the purpose was to invite the player into the co-creation process. The game included
animation, images, and video to bring the story to life for the participant. I also had a game in
elementary school that would read aloud the story of A.A.Milne’s Winnie the Pooh and provide
games to interact with the words and illustrations on each page. These are my earliest memories
of what now could be considered non-traditional texts. In a technological educational world, with
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many transmedia platforms, “readers are invited to not only engage in a narrative, but to interact
with it…” (Pulinger, Havard, and Hundley, 2013, p. 126). I have found that reluctant readers in
my own classroom, across grade levels, are more likely to engage in a process of co-creation
than in an independent task which requires them to read or write based solely on a generic
prompt or question.
Jim Trelease remarked that when working with struggling readers he “would go so far as
to say if a child who is struggling with reading, connect him or her to comics” (Trelease, 2006, p.
99). I would argue that any form of visually appealing and stimulating text is going to be
beneficial for students who do not like or feel confident reading, and also writing. As a child
playing those games, I had no idea how language and literature rich those games would prove to
be. Trelease also mentions how there are prerequisite skills that are required to be able to access
non-traditional texts, such as the sequencing of panels in a comic or graphic novel (Trelease,
2006). I would posit that digital texts would be the most prerequisite heavy texts to access, but
also the most exciting and relevant for students to learn and use in the current technological
climate.
Student Equity in Accessing the Curriculum
As a teacher, I find that by designing a curriculum that is well balanced and offers choice
and variety, my students are more engaged, get better access and equity to the curriculum, and
have more meaningful discourse around class subject matter. I am interested in furthering my
understanding of not only the non-traditional that exist, but also how I can use them more
effectively, especially as I am currently teaching at the middle school level. My students are
relatively new readers still, with more complex texts in which decoding and analysis are required
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simultaneously. By integrating non-traditional texts into my classroom, I hope to provide equity
in accessing the content that I teach.
In Sylvia Pantaleo’s article entitled “Paneling ‘Matters’ in Elementary Students’ Graphic
Narratives,” Pantaleo discusses how closely related picture books, graphic novels, and graphic
narratives are. By structuring elementary students’ transition from picture books to chapter books
and beyond, by using graphic novels and comics as the liminal text, students reap several
benefits. One benefit is that students build their reading stamina. Picture books are generally
shorter to read and have less complex plots to follow (Pantaleo, 2013, p. 151). Graphic novels
keep students engaged in the story through the use of images, and also connect the experience to
a preferable reading experience, like sharing a read aloud of a picture book in the earlier
developmental stages. A bridge is then created between the picture books and longer books with
less images that they read later on. Graphic novels are less intimidating and less foreign to new
learners, offering a unique “in between” reading experience. Another benefit is that
non-traditional texts, such as the graphic novel again, can create interdisciplinary studies
between science, ELA, math, social studies, etc.(Pantaleo, 2013, p. 152). Think of the creative
and cohesive learning that could be done if two teachers worked collaboratively to design lessons
that include both of their content areas and units utilizing non-traditional texts!
Finally, non-traditional texts can be used by general education, special education, and
ESOL teachers to help scaffold student learning for those that struggle, not only with the reading
by also with the content, ideas, and concepts that are presented. Jerome Bruner defined
scaffolding as “the steps to reduce the degree of freedom taken in carrying out some task so that
the child can concentrate on the difficult skill she is in the process of acquiring (Bruner, 1978, p.
19). As a former special education teacher, I appreciate Bruner’s recognition that is implied in
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this definition; We eventually do not want students to have to have scaffolding to exercise a
certain skill, so in order to help them strengthen that skill alone, we must scaffold. Students that
receive special education or ESOL services benefit from non traditional and multimodal texts
that offer pictorial support, less words on each page, and dialogue and other colloquial
discourse,“nuances of the English language (Thompson, 2008, p. 18). We lose no rigor in this
sort of scaffolding, but instead, provide enough support that eventually they will no longer need
that same support to access the information or skill. For ELLs, this is crucial in gaining their full
participation in the classroom and school environment, and helping them integrate their newly
acquired language skills into the world around them. Benjamin Boche and Megan Hanning
comment that “there is more than one way to access challenging material or complex ideas,”
(2015, p. 580). For students with disabilities and others that need scaffolding, why not arrange
victories for our students by helping them grasp new concepts in a way that they are fluent in,
such as digital and technological texts. Most of my students are very “tech-savvy” and, as a
teacher who strives to provide an educational experience of quality, I should use these resources
to their full potential in boosting my students’ learning of such new material. My students also
are very creative and imaginative, and I hope to learn more about this topic to design expressive
assessments and projects in which they can engage with texts, ideas, and content more deeply
and thoughtfully, whether the medium is used to scaffold or supplement.
New Skill Sets: Visual Literacy
Not only should we be teaching reading and writing skills, we should also be valuing
visual literacy and how it can transform the experience of storytelling through reading and
writing. Chris Gilbert (2013) defines visual literacy as “the ability to comprehend the image as a
constructed medium inscribed with multiple narratives that inform identity. Someone who is
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visually literate, then, would be capable of ‘reading’ or understanding those meanings that are
inscribed within, and are written by, images” (p.89). I would argue that visual literacy also
captures anything that includes visuals to elevate the experience of the text, including music
videos and instagram posts for example. This is a framework in ELA that introduces relevant and
necessary skills sets to students that are maturing through the technological age. Lisa Scherff
references the description of ELA curriculum to be a “tripod” which consists of writing skills,
reading and literature, and language (Scherff. 2019).
I argue that visual literacy is a part of all three, but most obviously in language. We
experience language and visuals together in advertising, social media, and even just in the
grocery store. I feel that as educators, it is our responsibility to evolve our teaching practices and
content to prepare students for real-world situations, which is already a part of the Common Core
standards. We need to pay attention to the experiences in the real world that necessitate visual
literacy skills and evaluation, and include them in our curriculum.
Finally, I am interested in this digital aspect of visual literacy during this 2020 Covid-19
pandemic and with the social justice demonstrations that are being done. The world that we live
in now is so literacy rich, both visually and textually, so we must not resist teaching the skills
necessary to navigate. I am sure that this will change the way that we view and teach public
education forever, and I hope to be a voice of positivity and beneficial change when it comes to
the ELA classroom.
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Literature Review
Introduction
For the purposes of this paper, I will focus on three particular non-traditional text forms
that I have experienced, both as a learner and as an educator, that I have found value and merit
in: Podcasts, graphic novels and narratives, and film or video. These mediums offer some
solutions to the aforementioned educational concerns, and also encourages growth, professional
development, and positive challenge for any teacher who chooses to utilize these tools in their
own classrooms, especially during this unique, technological time.
Podcasts
One technological tool that has been growing in popularity, not only for educational
purposes, but also in other real world contexts, is the podcast. A podcast can be explained as “ a
portmanteau of the terms pod (i.e., from the Apple iPod or the acronym for personal on demand)
and broadcast (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 2007)” (Smythe & Neufeld, 2010, p.
489) This tool is an auditory, and sometimes auditory visual, medium much like radio. Jeffery
Bradbury “rigidly define[s]” a podcast as “a piece of audio or video media that, when combined
with RSS feed, can be subscribed to by a worldwide audience” (Bradbury, 2016, p. 46). Podcasts
can be found delving into a plethora of content areas, and they are generally colloquial and
conversational in nature. Podcasts can be shared with students in a number of ways, from
websites, YouTube, and also apps. In classrooms, podcasts can be used to offer standards based
skills practice in a unique way, transform the way students engage with information, provide
equity and enrichment for learners of varying levels, and change the structure of a class.
The podcast medium draws upon listening and speaking skills, which Danielle
Vandenburg argues are “often neglected in the classroom that privileges writing and reading”
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(Vandenburg, 2018, p. 54). This medium offers a unique approach to strengthening other skills
as well, such as “logical and coherent thinking processes as a way of structuring an argument”
(Vandenburg, 2018, p. 54). Podcasts can be new and challenging texts to engage with while still
reaching standards. Podcasts can also be used as a component of one of my frequently referenced
pedagogical frameworks, the SAMR model. This model of educational technology integration
was developed by Dr. Ruben Puentedura, and it’s main premise is that the introduction and
integration of technology in the classroom should not be a mere replacement for skills that
students need to master, but rather a transformative approach to the lessons we design. Suzanne
Smythe observed a Podcast Project that was being done within a 6th and 7th grade classroom
that had several English Language Learners (ELLs) (Smythe & Neufeld, 2010, p. 490). The
observation was described as being a very productive work time in which students took their
previously written work, read it into the computer using speech-to-text technology, and designed
their own podcast. This application of podcast learning engaged students in a wide variety of
skill sets and encouraged collaborative analysis of their work throughout the process. It also
provided equity for these learners and empowerment by having students bring their own
authoritative voices in the creation process of the medium. This type of assignment was
transformative and “rethought” what may have been a more generic form of writing task. This
could also be used as an anchor activity of sorts for enrichment, especially for the gifted and
talented students in our classes. Finally, using a podcast of an author interview could perhaps
offer an authentic, quick, and inexpensive way to deliver biographical information during an
author study.
Additionally, the structure of our precious instructional time can be modified when using
non-traditional and multimodal texts such as the podcast medium. One teaching model that relies
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on the use of these texts is the flipped classroom model, in which “instructional materials such as
video recorded lectures, Powerpoint presentations, and podcasts are delivered outside the
traditional classroom setting, therefore, collaborative and interactive activities are completed
during the formal class time” (Guy & Marquis, 2016, p. 1). A study conducted between 2012 and
2015 at the college level suggests that students who have access to independent activities outside
of instructional time and use classtime to work with their peers and teachers outperformed those
in comparable lecture-based models (Guy & Marquis, 2016, p. 3).
Although this study took place within the collegiate system, I would argue that using this
technique intentionally and in moderation can be beneficial to students within our own middle
and high schools. This idea could be applied by having students use their “at home learning” and
discovery to engage with more challenging material at school where they have teacher support
and peer review. This also opens up instructional time for a more personalized approach to
discussion and work time; every student gets what they need during face-to-face classtime, such
as discussion, help on challenging work that they could not complete independently, and time to
work on projects that require peers or school resources. This “use of visual media such as videos,
podcasts, and vodcasts has become a viable pedagogical option to access instructional content as
it supports a student-centered approach to learning” (Guy & Marquis, 2016, p. 4).
Finally, there is no more prevalent time than right now during the Covid-19 pandemic to
start using digital means of relaying information and designing direct instruction delivery.
Podcasts can be a portable way to “time shift” our teaching for asynchronous learning to occur

(Carmelina Films, 2011), and even for global connection to be introduced into the classroom.
They can be repeated, reused, rewinded, reviewed, and paused to offer flexible and student paced
learning, no matter who is absent, online, in another country, or in the classroom.
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Graphic Narratives & Novels
Another non-traditional text that is being used more and more in the classroom setting is
the graphic narrative or graphic novel. Although not as digitally or technologically relevant as
the podcast, these texts are engaging to our young adult readers and can be employed to deeply
enhance the reading experience for our students. The graphic text medium is a unique blend of
text and images in which both are necessary for the storytelling to happen within the novel. It
reminds me of how powerful reading Shakespeare can be while also watching it performed; your
mind is engaged in visual literacy, the synthesis of both text and image to create meaning and
depth in a story, creating a duality in which one cannot exist without the other. It has been noted
that “a successful graphic novel starts with a stellar story told with words and pictures that
augment a story, providing insight that text alone cannot do (Baird & Jackson, 2007, p. 5).
This multimodal text is increasingly being used to do a number of things: engage
reluctant and struggling readers, including students in special education and ELL programs, as
well as providing extended learning for AP and Gemini students. Additionally, this medium can
help bridge the gap in the transition between young and adolescent readers and enhance our
delivery of teaching canonical texts in the upper levels. Although graphic novels historically
have been viewed as a lesser form of literature, or just a temporary tool for luring reluctant
readers, graphic novels are now being recognized as a valid resource for increasing “literacy,
comprehension, knowledge, and creative thinking” (Downey, 2009, p.7).
One struggle that students within special education and ELL programs face as they get
older is the increasing reading level and length of their content area assignments. In ELA, this
issue can be mitigated by selecting intentional pieces of, or whole texts, in the graphic novel
genre; “The graphic novel format enables some students to read materials that were previously
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too difficult in length or in use of language” (Griffith, 2010, p. 54). This provides equity to those
students and allows them to engage in the same narratives as their peers, participate in class
discussions and assignments, and even strengthen their other literary skills, while those pieces of
language with which they struggle most are scaffolded uses another type of text.
In their article entitled Reading Graphically: Comics and Graphic Novels for Readers
from Kindergarten through High School, Barbara Ward and Terrell Young also touch upon the
student interest level in reading graphic novels and how this may be a good way to not only
capture reluctant readers, but also unprepared readers (Ward & Young, 2011, p. 151).
Additionally younger students can utilize this to focus on similar skills. Paula E. Griffith also
notes that “comics can aid in the vocabulary development for elementary students with language
and learning disabilities.” I would posit that this can be beneficial to all younger students and
also help them develop the skill set of using the genre at an early age, preparing them to continue
using it for the aforementioned purposes, later in their academic careers.
These skill sets of visual literacy and critical thinking when given text and images, can
also be designed to provide opportunities for extension learning at the AP and Gemini levels.
Students can engage with skill sets, including “image literacy” (Messaris, 1994, p. 85),
“technology literacy”, and “media literacy” (Alvermann & Hagood, 2000, p. 194), all relevant in
the technological world in which we are teaching. I also argue that the digital literacy required to
navigate our globalized and multicultural world could be taught using these texts and could
translate into a better knowledge of digital literacy, especially because selecting and reading
images is so important when dealing with global mediums.
Another advantageous application of the graphic medium is to help students transition
between the texts used at the elementary level and the secondary level. In my current, unique
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position as a middle school teacher, I see students with a wide variety of literacy skills, and I also
see where many students have gaps in their literacy education. In order to help them transition to
the middle grade texts, and prepare them for the high school texts, I can employ graphic
narratives to build up their skills.
Students need to practice how to read texts of longer lengths, with more information to
process, analyze, and synthesize, and build their reading stamina. Sylvia Pantaleo explains that
the transition from picture book to novel can be more organically facilitated by using the graphic
medium (Pantaleo, 2013, p. 151). I believe that young readers can be more thoroughly engaged
in the story and also connect the experience of reading these longer and more complex texts to
familiar and generally positive experiences of reading, like reading a picture book as a child, and
viewing the activity of reading as less intimidating and foreign.
One component of using graphic novels in the classroom is the pre-teaching of the
prerequisite skills needed to access the medium. As with any other skill set, students need to be
explicitly taught a host of terms and elements of the form in order to have the language to discuss
literature using the form (Trelease 99). It is necessary that students learn and “understand the
‘grammar’ of the panels in the graphic novel” (Teale, Kim, & Cornell, 2008, p. 6). Although this
takes a lot of investigation, development, and planning on the teacher’s end, it can truly result in
tremendous learning and engagement for both struggling students and those needing more
challenge and depth.
This also opens up a new avenue for students to explore other graphic novels that may
interest them, and also allows them to transfer their knowledge of the medium into their other
content area classes. For example, within my own teaching, I used this medium to have a middle
school science class teach younger students about one of the scientific processes that we had
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learned throughout the unit. I encouraged the students to make the differing scientific
components into personified characters, and they were given a variety of comic strip panel pages
to choose from to design their own comics or graphic scientific novels. It was a huge success and
they were able to share their work with two younger classes from the elementary school .
Film & Video
The final non-traditional text that I have found to be impactful and beneficial to students
is that of film or video. These educational tools can be found easily on YouTube, TeacherTube,
Vimeo, Edpuzzle, and even many educational resource websites. Film & Video are especially
prevalent now as we are learning to “distance teach” and we oftentimes have less instructional
time with our students. Whether we choose to use other peoples’ videos or record our own, many
teachers are capitalizing on the positive aspects of using this type of multimodal medium. For the
purpose of distinction in this paper, I will use the term film to refer to media such as movies
(DVDs or digital,) and cinematic adaptations of other texts. The term video will refer to
informational, instructional, and even music videos used in the classroom. Both film and video
are used in the contemporary classroom to instruct, review, compare and analyze, offer
asynchronous learning opportunities, and teach critical media literacy, and they hold similar
characteristics to podcasts in that they are portable, reusable, and easily accessible. Additionally,
these mediums meet Common Core State Standards for English language arts, and provide
opportunities to practice listening and speaking skills in the classroom.
Film can be approached with several objectives in mind; film can be used to engage with
literary devices and elements, can be comparable to books, but reviewed as adaptations, and
develop critical media literacy. In the article Beyond School Breaks: Reinterpreting the Uses of
Film in Classrooms, the authors suggest that we can use film as content to analyze the “camera
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angles, lighting choices, sound effects, and music” and determine why the director would have
made those choices when presenting an adaptation of the written text (Domke, Weippert, &
Apol, 2018, p. 51). Just as with graphic novels, we must first teach the language and elements of
film in order to use it in class discussion and analysis. This builds our students’ critical visual
literacy, which focuses on “relationships between media and audiences, information, and power”
(Kellner & Share, 2007, p. 60), and media literacy skill sets, which are the same skills needed to
analyze information presented in infographics, articles, YouTube videos, and the news. This
extends a real world relevance to this type of analytical task.
It is also important to note, and relay to our students, that film adaptations do not, and
are not intended, to represent the essence of the original text. I would argue that these works
could be classified as “related works” and analyzed within that context. These can be considered
similar works, and of the same thread because of their origins, but ought not be directly
compared to one another; “When studying adaptations, we should bear in mind that the word
‘adapt’ does in fact mean to change something, to make it fit a different context or situation”
(Stafford, 2011, p. 142). Additionally, I would posit that in some cases, it may be transformative
to use a film instead of a text to teach certain content or elements because of what the film
medium can do in developing characterization and setting. You can offer the same analysis of the
same components as a novel study with a film study, but in a unique way that is engaging, and
also less time consuming.
As I write, this segment of my paper is very relevant and applicable to me. My students
will soon be finishing our novel study, and as is customary, we will be watching the film
adaptation of the novel. This is my first time teaching in this district, and I am working on a team
of educators, some of which believe that things should generally be done as they always have
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been, and some who believe that we should question the traditions of the curriculum and make it
our own, and more importantly, make it for our students specifically. I was recently speaking
with a teacher who asked me what ideas I had to use the film as a teaching tool rather than just a
“free day” in student learning. I carefully considered this and decided to use what I had been
learning about the medium and consider the “how” of teaching the film and what we would want
our students to take away from our lesson. I have designed a modified SCREEN guide (Domke,
Weippert, & Apol, 2018, p. 51) for my students and hope that this experience will be enjoyable
and refreshing after working so hard during the novel study, but also solidify some vocabulary
and skills for them and open up discourse about the critical analysis done by the director and
actors.
Video is similar to film in that it offers flexibility, quicker learning, and can be used for
analysis, but it also offers a few other applications. Video can be extremely quick, even short
enough to use as a formative assessment, for example using EdPuzzle as I have done in my
classroom, or as a component to a bell ringer task. They can also take the form of a music video,
incorporating lyrical text and music, which is very helpful with content that needs to be
memorized. Some older data which I think is still worth noting is a 2006 study conducted by
global market research showed that the trend of young people accessing digital music was
growing at rapid rates (Rodesiler, 2009, p. 45). This may be a good indication that younger
people are familiar with the medium, if not prefer it to older methods of receiving entertainment
and video. I have used and have seen video used so much recently due to the shift in educational
demands. We use Flocabulary for reviewing and memorizing literary terms. I also have made
mention of the context in which allusions are made to our novel studies and content in popular
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culture. Many songs take a “narrative approach” and can be engaging and helpful in teaching
students about narrative structure (Rodesiler, 2009, p. 46).
Additionally, video offers a platform for social commentary, and I also think giving first
account social and historical context. My favorite example of this is from when I was an AP
Language student reading Tim O’Brien’s novel The Things They Carried. My teacher had us
spend an entire class period listening to Arlo Guthrie’s song, Alice’s Restaurant Massacree. We
then analyzed the song and used it to gain insight into the historical context of the Vietnam War,
and more importantly, the social commentary that Guthrie provided. We discussed the various
opinions on the war from the time, and connected it both to our novel and also the current events
of the time, such as the prolonged war in Afghanistan. It was one of the most memorable lessons
that she taught because it was engaging, innovative, and required so much critical thinking.
Finally, like podcasts, video is an incredible tool for distance and personalized learning.
As aforementioned, videos are an integral part of the flipped classroom and can help students
receive instructional content, review material, and do independent learning outside of the
instructional time with the teacher (Guy & Marquis, 2016, pp. 1-2 ). Platforms like loom,
screencastify, and even Apple applications, allow teachers to pre-record lessons, differentiate
instruction, and create reusable content for students to reference. I have used these this year to
engage with my students on the asynchronous learning days, and also explain concepts that we
cycle through often so students can review it as needed.
Each of these non traditional texts offer valuable applications to ELA classrooms as well
as across content areas. They are relevant as we face these uncertain times in education, and we
can be confident that our ability to design impactful lessons can be supported, enhanced, and
transformed by these instructional tools. Each one has some unique uses and benefits to our
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students, and by knowing our students as we do, we can create learning opportunities with them
at the center.
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Professional Development Resource
How to Use this Virtual Professional Development Resource:
This resource is best used for a virtual Professional Development day when teachers are
either home, or in their own classrooms, social distancing from others. For the purposes of this
session, there is no necessary physical contact with others. This Professional Development
session is meant to provide educators with the time and space to learn about and design rigorous
and intentional lessons using non-traditional and multimodal texts to transform their lessons and
units.
To begin the day of learning, teachers should join a Google Meet or Zoom meeting with
the instructor to receive information for the day. The instructor should explain that this session is
meant to provide educators with a better understanding of non-traditional and multimodal texts
and how they can be implemented in the classroom. They should also be given a time frame for
when each step should be completed and when their breaks are. Although this session is aimed at
reaching educators of ELA, the contents can be used to also provide a better understanding of the
aforementioned mediums to educators of all content areas that seek to use these in their own
curriculums.
The instructor should then give the learning objective for their virtual experience, and
explain how the module is differentiated. Differentiation in the classroom allows for learners of
varying levels to meet the same outcomes, but with the varying levels of scaffolding that ensure
their access and equity to the curriculum. Differentiation allows teachers to meet learners where
they are, even if the learners are teachers themselves. Additionally, in the virtual format
especially, learners should be given explicit instructions when they are responsible for more
discovery and independent learning, For these reasons, the instructor should explain each way
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that this session is differentiated so that the learners can select the path that is most relevant to
their experience.
The instructor should explain that if you feel that you are “crawling” in this area, you
may have little to no experience or training on using non-traditional and multimodal texts. If this
is the case, you will need digestible pieces of information, you will need things broken down,
and you are ready to explore some simple ways to start implementing non-traditional texts in
your classroom. Then, they can explain that if you are “walking” in this area, you may have
some experience or may even already use this medium in some fashion in your classroom. You
are open to learning more ways to integrate non-traditional texts into your curriculum and are
ready to dig a little bit deeper. Finally, the instructor should explain that if you are “running” in
this area, then you already use this medium in your classroom and you are ready to explore some
deeper content. You will be able to get some more ideas that hopefully will spark inspiration as
to how to improve your lessons and units, and you will be given the time and space to “tweak” a
lesson or unit that you already have.
Times should be given to educators engaging in this session so that there are natural
points of rest and reflection. I would encourage steps a and b to be completed together, and then
learners should be given a break. Before their application of the information in step c, it would
be helpful for educators to have a check-in with the instructor via Google Meet and Zoom to
make sure that everyone understands and has completed the first two focuses of the learning
objective. If any misconceptions, concerns, or frustrations occur from these two steps, the
instructor can address them then. Afterwards, teachers should be given the space to explore the
“make and take” portion of this session and also have a way to connect with the instructor or
administrators for ideas and validation. At the very end, teachers should connect with the
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instructor and the whole group again. This time should be used as an opportunity to share out
ideas, receive feedback, and ask questions.
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Part I: Professional Development Resource

Welcome to your Virtual Professional Development on
Non-Traditional & Multimodal Texts!
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Learning Objective:

By the end of this virtual PD session, you should be able to a) identify how non-traditional texts could be used to teach
effectively, b) brainstorm a lesson or unit in which I could use a non-traditional text to transform the delivery or product of the
lesson, and c) “make and take” one artifact that you could use in your classroom to integrate non-traditional texts into your
curriculum.

Choose your own adventure! Decide where you fall in terms of your comfort level and exposure to non-traditional texts.
Follow that path throughout this virtual PD.
Crawling

If you are crawling, you are a non-traditional text novice. You need digestible pieces of information, you need
things broken down, and you are ready to explore some simple ways to start implementing non-traditional texts
in your classroom.

Walking

If you are walking, you are familiar with non-traditional texts, you may already use them in your classroom!
You are open to learning more ways to integrate non-traditional texts into your curriculum.

Running

If you are running, you already use non-traditional and multi-modal texts in your classroom and they are a
strong piece of your curriculum. You are ready to explore some deeper content, such as how to use these
mediums to design scaffolded or extension projects for your students, or how to weave technology into your
lessons.
Playlist #1: Crawling

a) Read or watch 2 out of the 3 texts
below. When you finish, reflect in the
Google Form. Identify at least 3 ways
non-traditional texts can be used to
teach effectively.
➔

➔
➔

What Are Multi-Modal Texts and
Why Should You Use Them?:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=xaTnkRojqLs
Dear ELA Colleagues and
Leaders…
Digital Storyworlds

b) Use the brainstorming template to
select one lesson or unit in which you
think using a non-traditional text
would enhance student engagement,
learning, or equity.
c) Finally, select one of the three
“make and take” templates to design
an artifact to use in your classroom!

Playlist #2: Walking
a) Read or watch 2 out of the 5 texts
below. When you finish, reflect in the
Google Form. Identify at least 1 way
that you already use non-traditional
texts to teach effectively that was
mentioned in the readings or videos.
➔
➔
➔
➔

➔

It’s Elementary!
Using Podcasts in Your
Classroom
Dear ELA Colleagues and
Leaders…
What Are Multi-Modal Texts and
Why Should You Use Them?:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=xaTnkRojqLs
Film Literacy Resources:
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/a
cademy-awards-film-literacy-re
sources-matthew-davis

b) Use the brainstorming template to
select one lesson or unit in which you
think using a non-traditional text
would enhance student engagement,
learning, or equity, OR a lesson or unit
that you already use a non-traditional
text and brainstorm some ways to
improve it.
c) Finally, select one of the three
“make and take” templates to design
an artifact to use in your classroom!

Playlist #3: Running
a) Select whether you would like to
dive into podcasts, film and video, or
the graphic medium. Read or watch
the text that matches below. When you
finish, reflect in the Google Form.
Identify at least 2 ways that you
already use non-traditional texts to
teach effectively that were mentioned
in the readings or videos.
➔

➔

➔

Bringing World-Class Podcasts
to the Classroom (Skim the
podcast):
https://www.cultofpedagogy.co
m/listen-current-podcasts/
Using Video Effectively in
Teaching (Watch the video):
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=O1dxurQS654
Graphic Narratives and Novels

b) Use the brainstorming template to
select one lesson or unit in which you
use a non-traditional text to enhance
student engagement, learning, or
equity, and brainstorm some ways to
improve it.
c) Finally, select one of the “make and
take” templates to design an artifact to
use in your classroom OR open a
lesson that you already have to
improve it!
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Crawling
a) Read or watch 2 out of the 3 texts below. When
you finish, reflect in the Google Form. Identify at
least 3 ways non-traditional texts can be used to
teach effectively.
➔ What Are Multi-Modal Texts and Why Should You
Use Them?
➔ Dear ELA Colleagues and Leaders…
➔ Digital Storyworlds
b) Use the brainstorming template to select one
lesson or unit in which you think using a
non-traditional text would enhance student
engagement, learning, or equity.
c) Finally, select one of the three “make and take”
templates to design an artifact to use in your
classroom!
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Walking
a) Read or watch 2 out of the 5 texts below. When
you finish, reflect in the Google Form. Identify at
least 1 way that you already use non-traditional texts
to teach effectively that was mentioned in the
readings or videos.
It’s Elementary!
Using Podcasts in Your Classroom
Dear ELA Colleagues and Leaders…
What Are Multi-Modal Texts and Why Should You
Use Them?
➔ Film Literacy Resources
➔
➔
➔
➔

b) Use the brainstorming template to select one
lesson or unit in which you think using a
non-traditional text would enhance student
engagement, learning, or equity, OR a lesson or unit
that you already use a non-traditional text and
brainstorm some ways to improve it.
c) Finally, select one of the three “make and take”
templates to design an artifact to use in your
classroom!
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Running
a) Select whether you would like to dive into
podcasts, film and video, or the graphic medium.
Read or watch the text that matches below. When
you finish, reflect in the Google Form. Identify at
least 2 ways that you already use non-traditional
texts to teach effectively that were mentioned in the
readings or videos.
➔ Bringing World-Class Podcasts to the Classroom
(Skim the podcast)
➔ Using Video Effectively in Teaching (Watch the
video)
➔ Graphic Narratives and Novels
b) Use the brainstorming template to select one
lesson or unit in which you use a non-traditional text
to enhance student engagement, learning, or equity,
and brainstorm some ways to improve it.
c) Finally, select one of the “make and take”
templates to design an artifact to use in your
classroom OR open a lesson that you already have
to improve it!
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On the following pages are all of the linked resources for this
Professional Development Session.
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Dear ELA Colleagues and Leaders: Here Are Multimodal
Learning Representations for Difficult Times and Beyond

VOL. 43, NO. 1

AUGUST 2020

I admire people who are bold and unabashed, like our poet
friend Stanley Kunitz, a dedicated teacher and mentor to so many.
Remember when he advised us to “live in the layers” (Kunitz,
1997, p. 107)? Yes, we are not done—just due. When I met you
in Minneapolis for the CEL annual meeting. I felt defeated and
heartbroken because my student, Epiphania, had spent an entire
school year with her head on the desk (Olan & Pantano, 2020).
Ultimately, my examination of that experience brought me to
a greater understanding of multimodal literacies. When we
include multimodal literacies in pedagogical practices and school
curriculum, they can help us reach and represent all learners (Hicks,
2013). Multimodal literacies widen the learning space to include
artifacts not only “where I’m from” (Lyon, 1999) but also where
I’m going (Pahl & Rowsell, 2017). They facilitate exploration of
student identities, building of classroom community, and creation
of authentic learning representations (Mills, 2016). They support
both teachers and students in forming and sustaining personal,
connected definitions of literacy that are relevant to the world they
experience (Paris & Alim, 2017).

career, I have been sleepless with worries about how to reach and
represent all learners. However, I promise this for our future: I will be
different, I will be better, and you will too. Perhaps, like me, you
have been “traveling through the dark” (Stafford, 2014, p. 10) or
standing at a crossroads (Frost, 1975). I believe the upcoming
journey will include salty teardrops and many miles of uncharted
waters. We will need new equipment. Step down the ladder rungs
into the sea of multimodal literacies (Rich, 1973), which offer unique
platforms for students to demonstrate what they know and
opportunities for them to express this knowledge in myriad ways.

“Introduction to Poetry” by Billy Collins
“The Road Not Taken” by Robert Frost
“On Self-Knowledge” by Kahlil Gibran
“The Journey” by Nikki Giovanni
“Where I’m From” by George Ella Lyon
“Kindness” by Naomi Shihab Nye
“Diving into the Wreck” by Adrienne Rich
“Courage” by Anne Sexton
“Traveling through the Dark” by William Stafford

TABLE 1. POETRY FOR INCORPORATING IDENTITY, COMMUNITY, LEARNING, AND CULTURE IN THE
CLASSROOM

Julie A. Pantano, Allen D. Nease High School; member of NCTE since 1988,
CEL since 2015
A public school educator and teacher-researcher shares how
multimodal learning representations sustained students’ expressions of
identity and connectedness during the COVID-19 crisis. The author asks
readers to consider how fostering such practices could benefit both
students and ELA teachers and leaders.

Introduction

HAVING RESEARCHED MULTIMODAL literacies for more than two decades, I
believe that multimodal learning representations possess untapped
potential for reaching our students and uncovering what they value.
These representations also provide a mirror in which educators can
view themselves to
WHAT IS MULTIMODAL
inquire into their
LEARNING?
own pedagogical
stances. In this piece,
Overview of Multimodal Literacy,
I depart slightly from
Victoria State Government
the traditional paper
5 Classroom Strategies to Support
structure to invite
Multimodal Learning, Getting Smart
my CEL colleagues
Applying the Multimodality Theory
to explore how
in eLearning, Docebo
multimodal learning
representations
“Universal Design & Multimodal
might find a
Learning in the Classroom,” Visual
place in their own
Minds
conversations about
identity, community, learning, and culture. During unprecedented
times, it is important to seek fresh insights, perhaps in a manner
that emulates how poets speak to us. Table 1, below, lists the
“found” poetry quoted from and alluded to in this article as well as
additional resources for teachers. Using found poetry from mentortext quick-writes provides an excellent launching pad for engaging
students with multimodal learning representations (see Rief, 2018).

Two Roads, Diverged
It’s a journey . . . that I propose. . . . I’m not the guide . . . nor technical
assistant. . . . I will be your fellow passenger. (Giovanni, 2007, p. 333)
I write this during the last week of quarter 4 in the spring of
2020—and during events that none of us could have imagined for
the conclusion of our school year. More than at any other time in my
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Be prepared for how students’ portrayals of their humanness
will affect you and things you thought you knew and believed
about education (Minor, 2019). Transformational pedagogy (Lopez
& Olan, 2018) requires courage to tell the truth about who you are,
what you know, and how you know it—a courage so rare and fine
that when it awakens, it will float on the “wings of roses” (Sexton,
1974). During the COVID-19 pandemic, as part of a summative
assignment for their International Baccalaureate (IB) class, high
school seniors reflected on the intersections of self, IB curriculum,
and multimodal literacies in a project entitled “I BE—The Story Only
I Can Tell.” They posted their learning representations and reflections
in a community Padlet. From their postings, four strong themes
emerged: identity, community, learning, and culture.

What Students Say and Do with Multimodal Learning
Representations
Rishabh
Figure 1 shows a data visualization created during the COVID-19
outbreak by Rishabh. He hopes to become a tech entrepreneur
who develops what are known as Zebra companies (organizations
founded on the value of social responsibility). This multimodal
piece represents his knack for problem solving in computer science.
“Data is beautiful,” he said. “Data can be used for hope at the end
of the tunnel.” Rishabh believes that combining his programming
skills with his passion for data modeling will result in effective,
meaningful messages for others. With this visualization, he also
revealed his sense of heavy responsibility to raise the morale his
fellow classmates and community members during this time.
Certainly, Rishabh exhibited a strong investment in his learning
connections, conditions, and products. In this example, we also
see the importance of unencumbered exploration of ideas and
viewpoints through a personal mode of expression; therefore, an

FIGURE 1. “A VISUALIZATION OF CRISIS AND HOPE” BY RISHABH.

already critical element of ELA learning becomes even more so
during a time of crisis and upset.

Emily
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When multimodal learning processes are modeled for them,
students begin to unearth numerous, distinctive approaches for
representing self within their learning community. For the piece
presented in figure 2, Emily turned to the convergence of music
and art to represent her journey as a snare drummer. She served as
the percussion captain in the high school band and played snare
drum on the drum line for two years. She said that her multimodal
learning representation shown in the figure symbolizes her
dedication to drumming, as well as the perseverance she needed in
order to overcome adversity. First, Emily chose three paint colors—
purple, green, and yellow—to represent her three areas of musical
growth. Then she poured paint onto a wooden board and drummed
directly over each section of the corresponding colors. The amount
of splatter that each color made was meant to complement Emily’s
measure of growth as a musician. In the purple section, the paint
created little splatter because Emily played timidly to show that
she was not comfortable with her musical abilities during her first
year of high school. In the green section, she played with a higher
level of confidence, which resulted in more splatter. In the yellow
section, she played with greater emotion and passion to show a
peak of her drumming abilities. Thus, even as Emily navigates the
loss of a traditional closure to her tenure as a high school musician
she is also satisfied to explore ways of representing what she values
most from her experiences. Although she must say goodbye to high
school band experiences, she can offer a physical artifact of the
time period, a statement of both vulnerability and healing for the
learning community.

FIGURE 2. “ART MADE BY MUSIC” BY EMILY.
ENGLISH LEADERSHIP QUARTERLY
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Lexi
Engaging with creative, imaginative forms to represent growth
milestones can be empowering for many students. Lexi is interested
in global issues, especially communication between cultures. In
college, she wants to major in business and Asian studies. Figure
3 presents a “look book” of her fashion throughout her years
in high school and the IB program. A look book is a collection
of photographs made by a stylist to present various looks and
clothing combinations. Lexi’s look book uses real objects from her
life to represent the progression of her style and personality. She
said that she began as a “naive and emotionally fragile freshman,”
whom she described as having a “delicate style.” Later, during her
sophomore and junior years, Lexi branched out not only in her
style but also in the school community. Therefore, for this period,
she included styles that symbolize “interactions with mentors and
peers.” During senior year, she was coming to terms with the end
of high school and wanted to show a more “mature” style. For all
these phases, the objects surrounding the outfits are items that
Lexi deeply valued. The bottom four photographs represent places
to which she has traveled. As Lexi reflected, “It is important to look
back on the past and recognize the fluidity of emotions and sensory
perceptions. How we perceive ourselves and certain events changes
as time progresses. Moreover, everyone should keep developing
their personal knowledge through scholarship and mentorship.
Do not be afraid to rely on your teachers or your peers within any
community you may be in.” For the construction of her multimodal

FIGURE 3. LEXI’S LOOK BOOK FOR HIGH SCHOOL.

learning representations, Lexi associated clothing with her mindset
and community interactions. Her look book articulates her style as
well as expresses her socioemotional connections with others.

Grace
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By their very function, multimodal learning representations expand
the reflective, connective nature of the learning community. On
her Padlet, Grace described herself as an aspiring civil engineer
and friend. In her collage (figure 4), she arranged high school
experiences in a timeline on top of layers of old assignments from
first year to senior year. She wanted viewers to see the growth she
had experienced in both academics and athletics. Grace connected
pictures with a red string to highlight the memories she had made
as well as how much softball had influenced her life. As Grace
wrote to her peers, “This artifact emphasizes how each of us has
created our own path in high school, but that doesn’t mean our
paths haven’t crossed. Even though our high school experiences
may appear completely different, there are still key events that we
all share and have persevered through together. Our challenges
and trials have only made us stronger and have made us become
resilient knowers, thinkers, and learners.” Like many students
across the nation, Grace felt pain when the coronavirus pandemic
shortened the athletic and school calendars. She delved into these
shared feelings to link her multifaceted identity with those of
peers in her learning community. Time, places, actions, and people
connected by red threads share not only circumstances but also a
layered, everlasting story.

FIGURE 4. GRACE’S TIMELINE.
ENGLISH LEADERSHIP QUARTERLY
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Ideas for Further Consideration
Multimodal learning representations can serve many purposes:
1. Demonstrating students’ knowledge, talents, skills, and passions
2. Affirming students’ identities in their preferred ways of knowing,
especially nonlinguistic ones
3. Revealing what students value most in their learning and growth
4. Fostering interdisciplinary and socioemotional links to learning
5. Bolstering confidence and resilience during learning struggles
6. Cultivating relationships within learning communities
When multimodal literacies help students to root their learning
in their life experiences, the soul widens “like a lotus of countless
petals” (Gibran, 1923) and encounters the most genuine ways of
knowing, understanding, and caring about self, others, and the
world.
Continue the conversation on multimodal literacies by contacting
me at doodlepatano@gmail.com or following me on Twitter at
@doodlepan.
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This excerpted conversation was recorded on

April 29, 2013, and has been edited for publica

tion. The full conversation is available as a pod
cast at http://www.ncte.org/journals/la/podcasts.

as soon as you do, they immediately understand
LA: New technologies are making it possible
and get the possibilities. That's definitely been
my experience with general readers as well as
adolescents. So, for starters, what do you call
the kinds of texts you create? There are several with teachers.
terms that seem to be competing out there: trans
Melanie: I've been
media fiction, new media narratives, hypermedia
doing a lot of multime
stories. What terms do you prefer? And more
dia fiction with middle
broadly, how has technology impacted the kinds
school students. They

to create new kinds of stories for children and

of narratives you create for your readers?

talk about stories that ex

Amanda: We do

ist in two or three places,

use a lot of terminol

or they'll refer to them

ogy, yes. And I think it's

as stories that they can

an interesting issue to

watch and play or watch
and read. They describe it

not know what to call

something, especially

in terms of what they do with the different media

because as some of these

instead of looking at it necessarily as a whole.

terms—like transme

They try to talk about the things that they've

dia fiction, new media
read, the things that they've watched and how,
narratives—get thrown or the piece that they've played with. They talk
about it in very different terms than if they talk
around, people have different ideas of what they
mean. I say transmedia a lot because it seemsabout
to what they're reading in their classrooms.
mean something to people, which is not always Amanda: I think that's such a good example
the greatest thing to stick to. But I do like the of how kids sometimes have the best way of

idea that with transmedia, there is some implica
showing us something. They couldn't care less
tion that your story exists across multiple places.
about the terminology. But it is interesting to
Often people use the term multiple platforms,hear them talk about stories as not just some

but I like the idea that there is a way to tap intothing you read anymore. Now the same narrative

a story from multiple channels. I also like that
can exist in so many different ways, and there
a lot of what I do with my stories is to bring
are so many types of interactions with them. My
together different kinds of media into one new experience is similar to Kate's, where once you
form of media.
show something to someone, they're like "Oh!"
Kate: It's interest
It's that breakthrough moment where they real
ize there is a lot of possibility for where we're
ing that it's remained
problematic what to call headed in storytelling of any kind. We also ran
these types of work, but I into the problem of not even knowing what to
think that's because there
call someone who is reading, playing with, or
are so many different

listening to our fiction. Are they readers? Are

new types of literature

they sometimes listeners? Watchers? Story-ers?
I'm not sure what the terminology there should
be [laughter].

emerging. In a way, it's
hardly surprising that the

terminology is problem
atic. I find myself using the term digital fiction,

and that is vexed in the same way transmedia
fiction is for a variety of reasons. I do find that

LA: To ground our readers who perhaps
aren't familiar with these texts, could you de
scribe the texts that you're creating and using?

Kate: For me, the simplest explanation is a
people don't really understand what you're talk
story that's told through words but also through
ing about until you show them an example, but
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other forms of media, like images or video or that you don't talk about television or you don't

sound effects or music or even games. Digital talk about video with the same terms that you
technologies allow us to pull all these things

use when you talk about print.

together into one piece of fiction, so that's what

Amanda: I've heard some of your students
really makes it a kind of digitally native or born
talk about Skeleton Creek. I think it is such an

digital forum.

interesting example because you analyze video
Amanda: Things look a little bit different through a literary lens and really dive in that

in every storyworld. What we've done with my way.
series, called Survivors, is start from the book,
Melanie: I also use Inanimate Alice, which
which is not how everybody goes about this. is Kate's work, with my preservice teachers.

But we made a central narrative that is a five

book series and exists where if you only read
the hard-back books, you would have the whole

One of the conversations that always comes up
is, how do you deal with sound as a narrative

technique? For the moments that are so intense
story—kind of. At least you would think you had for them in Inanimate Alice, they always start
a complete story. But we started bringing in the
their descriptions with sound. Then we talk

history behind the fiction, maps, and more infor

mation about characters. We built an app called
Immersedition to be an immersive edition of

things, and that gave a place to put all that infor
mation. But then all the content we created for

that ended up having homes elsewhere: Tumblr
feeds, where you could follow the whole story if

you were just following Tumblr; or characters on
Twitter, so they exist in ways that are not limited

to what's on the page. It's a chance to interact
with characters, interact with the storyworld,

learn more about it, dig a little bit in a way you

wouldn't usually. We do the same thing with

original music because we write a song as if one
character has written it to another. It's another

connection to character; it's another chance
for someone to get hooked to that song and be
involved emotionally in storyworld.

Melanie: With middle school and high
school kids, one of the series that I perpetually
start with is Patrick Carman's Skeleton Creek,
which is in two distinct media formats—written
narrative and online video. I find that students
initially may start out wanting to follow one or
the other, but they realize they need both. It's

where those two media come together that they
start to talk about how the story changes or how

things shift when there's an intersection. One of

the questions that comes up is about reliable nar
rators. Is Ryan more reliable than Sarah? Those
are the two main characters; you get Sarah's

videos and Ryan's narrative. Which is more reli
able? Who do you believe? They're having those
very deep literacy questions and conversations,
but they're doing it with these two different me

dia. It's unexpected for them because they think

about what it means for an author to compose
with these different media? How do they make

those kinds of authorly decisions to do this?
How do authors use sound as a component of
the narrative? And how do you make sure that

it's relevant and meaningful? And that's not a

conversation that English majors usually have.

Kate: No [laughter]. But that's also where
it's fun as a writer in doing this kind of work,

because of the way you can think about how the
additional forms of media—additional to the

text, I mean—can inform and shape the story as
it appears on the screen. I also write long-form
prose novels, but for me, digital fictions are

always collaborative works. I think about what
my collaborators bring to the project, but also

what we can do with the media that I couldn't do

in a novel—that is, the things that I can do with

digital media that in a novel needs to involve a
much, much different approach. I think that's

partly why Inanimate Alice has been popular
with teachers. It gives teachers a new way to
think about text and also new ways of talking
about all these different issues and what they
bring to the reading experience.

Amanda: It's a really interesting conversa
tion to have with teachers because you could
have these meaningful literature conversations
about stories that are not literature as we know
it, and then that can turn into creating stories that

are a collaborative effort—getting everyone on
the same page about something, or never get
ting them on the same page and very purposely
letting them go different directions. Those are

very interesting literacy explorations we haven't
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really had before. And you're dealing with more.
a
So when they can read a story and go off
generation of people who understand this more
and follow somebody's Twitter feed, when they
fundamentally, whether because they're justcan read the story and then go and find fan fic
younger and open to it or because this is actually
tion, when they can read the story and go online
the digital literacy of a generation. It's a very
to find the author's webpage that has a blog and
interesting time to think about how we explore
other interesting things—these stories exist for
stories, what we have to do to build them, and
them in larger worlds than just the book. They're
what that really does mean for teaching in order
always looking for that way to expand it, to de
to broaden the literacy experience as a whole.
velop it, to bring it forward. There's that sense of
Kate: For me, the main eureka moment interaction that you want to see with all books,
with my work in this field was when I first but that I see as I'm working with kids in these
books particularly.
came across new episodes of Inanimate Alice
that were created by readers. I had never had Kate: I think that the term "storyworld" for
that happen with my own work. That com me is becoming a more and more useful term
in this context—back to the definitions that we
pletely opened my eyes to what the future of
reader-writer, reader-text interaction can be.
were talking about earlier. I think about Aman
In the digital realm, because of the Internet,
da's Survivor series and the way it divides across
the ability for readers to directly engage withmultiple platforms. If you participate in all of
text, to rewrite, to talk back in a very creative
that, you'll get a vastly rich storyworld. So for
way to the original artist seems the thing thatme,
is that is becoming an increasingly useful way

most groundbreaking and most—to use another
of trying to think about what these works do.

cliché—game-changing.

Amanda: I absolutely agree. I mean, I end
up using the word "storyworld" a number of

To
To listen
listen to
tothe
thefull
fullconversation,
conversation,
please
please
go go
totimes
to every day at this point, though it doesn't
immediately
make sense to everyone. Then they
the
the podcast
podcastat
athttp://www.ncte.org/journals/la/
http://www.ncte.org/journals/la/
have this moment of, "Oh, I have read books that
podcasts.
are in the same world, that involved characters

Melanie: That was an experience I had
working with middle school kids for the first
time with Inanimate Alice. One of the very first
things I noticed that was different was students'
immediate desire to create. I do a lot of middle

crossing over or that have the same rules, that
sort of thing." This is especially typical in genre
fiction, so that starts to make sense to them.

And then with gaming and the way that gaming
works now, that's another way it starts to make

sense. "Oh. It's a world I play in. Okay." I think
school reading workshops and read lots of fan it might be one of the most useful terms, and it
tastic young adult literature with kids, but usu probably does communicate a lot more than say
ally there are multiple steps before I get them at ing things like "transmedia" and "digital fiction."
the point where they want to create. We did the
"Storyworld" relates back to your experience
first episode of Inanimate Alice and then talked with the story and experiences you've had with
about it, and they were immediately ready to
many kinds of narratives your whole life—mov
do something like it. They were brimming with ies and games and books and oral storytelling,
creative possibilities. They didn't have the tools anything. You're in a world, you're there, and
yet, and they didn't know what all they could
that's part of it. I like that terminology a lot. And
do, but they wanted to tell a story doing some of I like finding ways to be able to use that instead
the things they saw. And I thought, okay, there's
of having to try to make these labels.
something going on here. There's something
Kate: I also find that, interestingly, it's a
interesting happening.
term that publishers tend to understand a bit

One of the things I noticed in working with better than any other type of terminology. My
kids with a lot of these digital texts is there's
new project, which will come out next year, has
something about the way adolescents are read a book as well as several digital fiction elements
ing these texts. They always want that little bit
to it. I have found that when I say, "Well, there's
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this and then there's that and then there's that,

less essay? But I can imagine that this is a weird

and if you look at all of them, you really get a

time to figure out how to ...

much better idea of the storyworld," editors and

publishers suddenly actually do understand what
I mean in a way that they haven't really under
stood in the past.

Amanda: I do think it is important to find

the intersection of what has already been made

(and thus, what people understand) and what we
want to be building or hope can be built, because
there are gatekeepers. If we want to get to a point

where these kinds of stories have a mass impact,

then we sometimes have to play inside existing
structures. I think that's why with the Survi

vors series, we first put out a book. It's "bread

crumbing"—making people look and say, "Oh,
this is what stories could look like now."

But I also think the three of us fall at the

intersection of author and teacher space, which
is a very important space to be in right now, be

cause what you're really doing is pioneering the
storytelling effort for change. To me, people like
us have to be willing to try to make these stories,

and then we have to be willing to explore teach
ing them. If we want this dialogue to exist, then
we both have to create the products and start the

dialogue around them, which is an odd place to
be. It's empowering and daunting at the same
time. But, here we are.

Melanie: What I'm finding with students
and teachers is that they like the pieces, they like
the parts, but it's the putting together that gives

them pause. To get kids to talk about these books
and then expect them to do a written product

about them is sometimes awkward, because the
kids want to do the analysis in the same format
as the books, and the teachers don't necessar
ily know how to set that up as a task or how to
evaluate it.

Amanda: You're getting into a more cre
ative space, by nature, there. I can't imagine
being like, "I don't know if that storyworld you
built in response to this storyworld is interesting

enough to merit high marks." But at the same
time, wouldn't we all be more excited about

seeing someone build an interesting multimedia,
transmedia storyworld in response to a story
world or build pieces of it inside a storyworld
that you interacted with, than to see a thought

Melanie: How to be an English teacher?
Amanda: How to be an English teacher.
There you go [laughter],

LA: As teachers, we're charged with culti
vating writers. That's one of our hopes—that
the students we're working with will look at the
texts we immerse them in as mentor texts, in
spiring texts that lead them into becoming writ

ers themselves. So I wonder, how do you view
future authors? What are authors going to be?
How are they going to take up the kinds of texts

that you are now creating and working with?

Kate: There are many different answers to
that question, really, in that writers won't be
limited by format in the way we have been in the

past. But this field is so open for experimenta
tion that there is room for more types of writers.
I think that is one of the things that the rise of

self-publishing is affording, and it's also one of
the things that online platforms are affording.

As the tools become more sophisticated, making
it easier and easier to do this kind of work, that

will really change who is allowed to speak and
who isn't, if you see what I mean.

Amanda: Absolutely. And whose voices we
listen to. I heard Kate speak at some point a few
months back, and at the end of the presentation,

one of the take-aways was, okay, so if you're a
writer, find a technologist and hug them. It was

the idea that as an author going forward, you're

a number of things. You're still a writer, abso
lutely. I mean, you are someone who is respon
sible for creating storyworld, creating narrative,
constructing it in a way that it is meaningful to

your readers or to those who will consume it in
whatever way they do. But you are also a collab
orator; we've hit on that a couple of times here,

and I think that's important. There's a chance
that you'll become an author and technologist—
a media producer—and that you could do it
all yourself or you could direct it all yourself.
But there's also huge potential to interact with

people who do whatever that other media is,
whatever that other technology is, and working
with them to construct a larger story concept. It's

an interesting way to look at going forward.
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the creativity there, as long as we're willing to
LA: Do you have any final advice to pass
foster it.
on to teachers who are intrigued by these new
kinds of digitally native texts, and who want toMelanie: I think that's part of what we need
bring them into their classroom, but who may
to be able to do as teachers—to have text that
have some concerns or questions about howkids
to want to read, texts that kids want to engage

do that?

with. And that can be a lot of different kinds

of things. So for me, I start with a multimodal
Kate: There are an increasing number of
book—something that kids can think about and
projects out there that are actually technologi
about and do things with, something that
cally very simple, but very elegantly done. talk
I
has multiple ways to engage with the text. Then
think that the starting point of using a blogging
we move into the writing and the creation. But I
platform, for instance, that allows a student to
combine image with text in a really simple always
way start with a book I love. And my pas
can be a very fruitful beginning for thinkingsion for it hopefully will carry over into things

that the kids are doing. So I have to get excited.
about the potential for digital media and multi
have to be willing to play and do the same
media. You don't have to go in with all the Ibells
kinds
and whistles and everything happening all at
theof things that I want my students to do as
same time if you don't have the technical skills
a teacher. I have to be willing to say, okay, let's
to do that. Even good old PowerPoint, which
experiment,
is
let's see, let's play.
so ubiquitous, is actually a very powerful tool Often, as English language arts teachers,
when it comes to finding ways to combine text
we're focused on these very serious forms of

with other forms of media.

writing, and we don't get to that kind of play to

Amanda: There are a lot of simple ways to
engage with a story, so it probably starts with
a very giant dialogue about what story really
is, what narrative really is, and what could be

see what's possible. And that's one of the things
I think we have to do both as readers and writers.

What are these possible storyworlds? What are
the possible ways that I can respond as a reader,
involved in it. Then we need to adventure into
as a participant, and as a writer?
some of these texts that show different examples
Amanda: Right. It's an exciting time where
of that, using (and I'm with Kate here) the
you do have to be very willing to experiment,
simplest things you can find—the simple blog but ultimately there are things we have always
ging platforms, the Tumblrs and PowerPoints
loved about stories. And if you can find those
and other simple things of the world that make things, and connect to them, and then apply that

it easier for us to start telling stories in any

way that you have access. There is no limit to

to the new experimentation, that's gold.

Like "Language Arts

Journal" on Facebook
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CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS

Elementary school through middle school

It's Elementary!

By William H.Teale,
Jung Kim, and
William BoermanCornell

Graphic Novels for the K-6 Classroom
High-quality graphic novels can make positive literacy
contributions to the lives of elementary-school students.

I

W

e strongly believe that high-quality graphic
novels (GNs) can make positive literacy
contributions to the lives of elementary-school
students. Reading graphic novels may be a "way in"
for helping children who are difficult to reach through
traditional print text. In addition, as the current work
in multillteracies shows, there are a variety of different and complex skills that occur in the meaningmaking process between text and image. Some
researchers are investigating the possibility that the
skills used in making meaning from the combination of images and pictures in GNs may help equip
students to be able to read critically other wordimage texts, like Web sites or advertising.

novels can profitably become part of the literacy and
subject area curricula of elementary schools: first, as
a source of independent reading that will help children
develop word recognition, fluency, and comprehension skills; and second, as reading material for lessons in reading/language arts
and social studies,
Independent reading. Bringing
graphic novels into the elementary classroom means adding
copies of GNs to the school
library and to classroom library
collections. It also means that
classroom teachers and the
There are certainly Issues that elementary
school librarian should make
teachers should be aware of in using GNs in the
graphic novels an everyday part
classroom. First, when it comes to the reading
of the titles they book talk to
process, reading a GN is different from
students. In short, students can
reading either a chapter book or even a
be encouraged to read graphic
picture book, Thus, it may be necessary
novels for pleasure and as part of any
mof^OnK
^
to help children learn how to understand
reading incentive program the school or
the "grammar" of the panels in a graphic
individual classroom may have.
novel. (See the "Web Connections" sideFor instruction. There are a number of
bar on p.10 for an article on this topic.)
opportunities for incorporating GNs into
Also, although the pictures in a graphic
reading and content-area lessons. Book
novel tell much of the story, the language
club and literature circle discussions
level of the text of many graphic novels
are a natural. Graphic novels such as Jo
includes vocabulary that stretches the
Dance or The Courageous Princess (see
reader beyond what may at first appear
below) have rich themes and characterto be the level of difficulty.
ization that provide plenty of opportunities
for children to explore both issues
Finally, teachers should be aware of
that
connect
to
their
lives and the craft of the author
potential gender issues in graphic novels. Because
and
illustrator.
We
would
not recommend a steady
of the historic trend of GN readers and buyers to be
diet
of
GNs
for
guided
reading,
but there is no reason
male, there is a tendency for GNs to be more geared
why
they
could
not
occasionally
be used to add
toward this audience. However, this is changing, as
variety
to
guided-reading
materials.
You won't be able
series such as Babymouse and the Baby-Sitters Club
to
find
GN
levels
like
you
can
for
guided
readers, but
(see below) feature female protagonists and cater
by
trying
books
out
in
the
classroom,
you
can get a
more toward a female readership.
sense of the level where each one fits best.
We see two especially important ways that graphic

BookUnki

May 2008

Article available online at the Book Links Web siti
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We have evaluated everything that
we could find and selected the
following graphic novels as good
bets for students in grades K-6.
A number of selections could also
work well in middle schooi and
junior high school, so we have
indicated that where appropriate.
In making these tecomtnendations,
we concentrated on books of high
literary quality and/or hooks ripe
with opportunities for content-area
curriculum connections. However,
a few entries were included because
we recognize their extreme popularity among young readers.
Amulet: Book One—The Stonekeeper. By Kazu Klbuishi.
2008. 192p. Scholastic, $21.99
(9780439846806); paper, $9.99
(9780439846813).
Gr. 4-7. After the tragic death
of their father, Emily and Navin
and their mother move to their
deceased great-grandfathers home.
On the first night there, the children's mother falls into the clutches
of a strange, tentacled creature.
Attempting to save her, Emily and
Navin enter an underground world
inhabited by many other extraordinary beings. I h e color and simple
line drawings will keep children as
engaged as the plot.

Jennifer L. Holm and Matthew
Holm's Babymouse series is
an excellent introduction to the
graphic novel format.

www.ala.org/bookfinks

Artemis Fowl: The Graphic Novel. By
Eoin Colfer and Andrew Donkin.
Ilius. by Giovanni Rigano and Paolo
Eamanna. 2007. 112p. Hyperion,
$18.99 (9780786848812); paper,
$9.99 (9780786848829).
Gr. 4-7. Artemis Fowl is a master
criminal with a plan to win the
wealth of the secret fairy civilization. Captain Holly Short is a fairy,
one who has been charged with
making sure that Artemis' plan fails.
Longtime fans and newcomers alike
will be pleased with Rigano and
Lamannas high-energy color illustrations that faithfully re-create the
excitement ofthe originai novel.
Babymouse: Puppy Love. By Jennifer
E. Holm and Matthew Holm.
2007. 96p. Random, $12.99
(9780375939907); paper, $5.95
(9780375839900).
Gr. 2—5. Babymouse is a spunky
grade-school mouse with a plucky
attitude and a pink dress. Many of
the books in the Holms' series pit
Babymouse and her faithful friend,
Wilson the Weasel, against their
nemesis, Felicia Furrypaws. These
books are a great introduction to
graphic novels. Other titles include
Queen ofthe World! (Random, 2005),
Our Hero (Random, 2005), Beach
Babe (Random, 2006), Rock Star
(Random, 2006), Heartbreaker
(Random, 2006), Camp Babymouse (Random, 2007),
Skater Girl

(Random, 2007), and the upcoming Monster Mash (Random, August
2008).
The Baby-Sitters Club: Mary Anne
Saves the Day. By Ann M. Martin.
Adapted and illus. by RainaTelgemeier. 2007. l60p. Scholastic/
Graphix, $8.99 (9780439885164).
Gr. 4—6. TTie graphic-novel versions of Martins hugely popular
Baby-Sitters Glub series feature
straightforward black-and-white art
with stark black details and story
lines that have been trimmed a
bit from the originals. Telgemeier
successfully retells the original tales
that feature 11- to 13-year-old girls
and loads of action, comedy, and
emotion. Also see the other titles in
the series, Kristy's Great Idea and The
Truth ahout Stacey (both Scholastic/
Graphix, 2006).
Bone: Ghost Circles. By Jeff Smith.
2008. 160p. Scholastic/Graphix,
$19.99 (9780439706292); paper,
$9.99 (9780439706346).
Gr. 4 - 8 . Fone Bone, a cartoon
creature who rather resembles
Gasper the Ghost, and his ne erdo-welt brothers Smiley Bone and
Phoney Bone, leave their homeworld of Boneville and end up in
a strange new land where
dragons are
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Using podcasts in your classroom
Danielle Vandenberg, Head Teacher English
Ambarvale High School
A podcast isn’t a new form: interviews and
discussion groups have been a feature of radio
broadcasts for a long while. The difference now is
that the podcast is more readily accessible through
the internet or through different apps. The podcast,
like its radio precursor, centres on the two important
modes of listening and speaking: often neglected in
the classroom that privileges writing and reading.
Speaking helps students to share what they know;
it also invites more thinking through the interview
format. Questions, opinions and counter opinions
require careful consideration and become a way
of sharing perspectives. Close listening of good
podcasts reveals the importance of logical and
coherent thinking processes as a way of structuring
an argument. Podcasts therefore enhance students’
writing and provide insights that assist in analysing
texts.
In an attempt to create more interesting resources, I
embarked on the development of a series of podcasts
featuring authors that my students encountered in
the classroom and their own reading. I have now
built up a library of podcasts which I use in many
different ways. This brief article offers an overview of
the ways I have used podcasts as well as links to the
podcasts for you to access for your own classroom.

encouraged an in-depth exploration of his books
and their contexts.
The podcast may reiterate classroom discussion but
it may also challenge classroom learning leading to
an awareness of the multiplicity of interpretations of
a given text.

How to use author podcasts in your
classroom
Because of their loose conversational mode,
podcasts can sometimes deal with confronting
issues not suitable for all classes, so it is important
to preview any podcast. Despite this, they can also
be rich and interesting resources.
I have used podcasts in my classroom to:
•
•

The importance of hearing from authors

•

I’m sure I don’t have to tell you of the joy of having
an author visit your school, or the excitement of
having met an author you love at a book signing
but the reality is, due to budgetary constraints
and limited time, it is not always possible to invite
authors to your school.

•

In English we always discuss the purpose or intent
of the author, and how their context shapes their
work. We also expect students, with our guidance,
to analyse texts and compose extended responses
to demonstrate their understanding. Wouldn’t it be
wonderful if we had access to an author’s thoughts
and it didn’t cost us a thing? These were my thoughts
when I asked John Larkin, who has presented at
my school a number of times, if he’d like to chat on
a podcast about his books. Through the podcast
I was hoping to capture his intent and the social
and political issues that have made an impact on
his work. The conversational nature of the podcast
54

•

•
•

flip the learning. students listen to an author
podcast at home and use the knowledge gained
to lead a discussion at school.
model the form, structure and language
to assist student creation of their own
podcasts. Look closely at the structure of the
podcast and the importance of asking the right
questions. Students can work together to plan
an imaginary interview or even ask the author
for an interview.
provide stimulus for student writing.
Hearing authors share the difficulties of finding
inspiration can be a good way of overcoming
student writer’s block.
provide ideas for related material. Authors
in podcasts often refer to additional reading
material and resources so listening to podcasts
may help students choose stronger related
material.
provide opportunities to gain insights into
texts additional to classroom discussion.
Podcasts can provide a way into class texts
leading to stronger analysis of texts and
understanding of the author’s intent and context.
provide a preview of texts for individual
student text selection and reading. Podcasts
are a valuable addition to a Student Book Club.
provide insight into the writing process.
Often authors take us through their personal
writing process. Hearing different authors
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•
•

•
•

•

speak on this topic helps students recognise the
extensive processes of writing and consider how
they might engage in these processes to improve
their own writing. This is particularly useful for
the Year 11 module Reading to Write.
stimulate pre-writing activities. Authors may
discuss ways they play with ideas or language
which can be used as prewriting activities.
stimulate critical and creative thinking.
Listening to authors chat about their work can
promote opportunities for students to address
this important general capability necessary for
successful life-long learning.
model reflection. Authors often reflect on
their writing processes and how they self-edit,
providing a good model for students.
form the basis for creative writing
assessment. In an interview, Steph Bowe
(Notable Author, Children’s Book Council) spoke
about the crazy ideas that didn’t make it into
the novel. This led to a creative assessment task
which focused on textual interventions with
students applying rejected ideas.
understand the complexity of the publishing
process. Students can come to an understanding
of the writing to publication process.

Podcast episodes for the classroom

resources about writing. https://itunes.apple.
com/au/podcast/8-helen-scheuerer-powerpublishing-choosing-your-own/id1303440513?i
=1000397599544&mt=2
•

Episode #10 Jackie French discusses historical
fiction. https://itunes.apple.com/au/podcast/10jackie-french-cooking-shakespeare-searchingfor/id1303440513?i=1000399239603&mt=2

•

Episode #11 with Lucy Adlington, author
of the historical novel The Red Ribbon about
Nazi Germany. https://itunes.apple.com/au/
podcast/11-lucy-adlington-author-costumehistorian-discusses/id1303440513?i=100039984
1178&mt=2

•

Episode #12 with Gabrielle Tozer about her
new novel Remind Me How This Ends, her
writing process and how she draws from her
past. https://itunes.apple.com/au/podcast/12gabrielle-tozer-ya-fiction-how-past-definesyou/id1303440513?i=1000400378792&mt=2

•

Episode #14 Jules Faber discusses his WeirDo
series and his career as a cartoonist.. https://
itunes.apple.com/au/podcast/14-jules-fabercartoonist-illustrator-writer-creepy/id13034405
13?i=1000401471065&mt=2

•

Episode #15 Steven Herrick focused on
The Simple Gift. https://itunes.apple.com/
au/podcast/15-steven-herrick-simple-giftengaging-boys-cycling/id1303440513?i=100040
2009870&mt=2

•

Episode #17 Nadia L King touches on difficult
issues. She wrote the novella Jenna’s Truth.
https://itunes.apple.com/au/podcast/17-nadiaking-cyber-bullying-being-teenager-how-we/id
1303440513?i=1000402877632&mt=2

•

Episode #18 Steph Bowe author of Night
Swimming, discusses creating complex
characters. https://itunes.apple.com/au/
podcast/18-steph-bowe-creating-complexcharacters-beyond-cliche/id1303440513?i=1000
403674181&mt=2

•

Episode #16 with Craig Johnson from
Longmire on Netflix

Please listen to the podcasts before recommending
them, as you will know what is appropriate.
All episodes are free and can be found on iTunes
https://itunes.apple.com/au/podcast/18-stephbowe-creating-complex-characters-beyondcliche/id1303440513?i=1000403674181&mt=2
or Soundcloud https://soundcloud.com/user703706220
•

Episode #3 Aussie author John Larkin
discusses his novels The Pause and Shadow
Girl – some serious and sensitive issues. https://
itunes.apple.com/au/podcast/3-john-larkinmental-health-politics-feminism/id1303440513
?i=1000394735275&mt=2

•

Episode #4 Australian fantasy author Peter
Wilson discusses Jack Gregson and the Forgotten
Portal (Stages 3 and 4). https://itunes.apple.
com/au/podcast/4-peter-wilson-a-portal-intomagic/id1303440513?i=1000395012112&mt=2

•

Episode #8 with Helen Scheurer, Australian
fantasy author of Heart of Mist and many
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Find the podcast here:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
wordsandnerds/?ref=bookmarks
Instagram: @WordsandNerds_Podcast
Twitter: @WordsnNerds
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Why these resources?
Crawling
The resources selected for the “crawling” group were selected because they provide
information about non-traditional and multimodal texts that is general and broad. I felt
that this would be more appropriate for a beginner and provide more breadth than depth
to someone who is newly introduced to the genre.
The video from Literacy Teacher engages educators in a quick explanation of the
mediums, why they are used in the classroom, and what the beneﬁts are of using the
mediums in the classroom. It gives a foundational knowledge quickly, and uses a non
traditional text format to relay the information itself. I found that this video would be
appropriate to introduce the topic and give a quick crash course without overwhelming a
new or reluctant teacher.
The articles are meant to reiterate the relevance of the mediums in the contemporary
ELA classrooms. The ﬁrst article, by Julie A. Pantano, is of particular signiﬁcance for
distance learning that is becoming and more and more prevalent this school year and it
gives some ideas for further consideration at the end to hopefully get teachers reflecting
about the mediums and how they can use them in their own classrooms, or how they do
already. It is short and again, gives a quick look at the genre in general and offers some
anecdotal information to encourage multimodal text use.
Finally, the second article, by Kate Pullinger, Amanda Havard and Melanie Hundley, is
another relatively short, anecdotal piece that is meant to be encouraging and inspiring. It
outlines some transformative practices that can be done with non-traditional texts in the
classroom. These resources are to simply introduce and whet the appetite of educators
who are novices in their understanding and application of multimodal and
non-traditional texts.
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Why these resources?
Walking
The resources selected for the “walking” group were selected because they are a bit
more in depth than the crawling selections, and go into more detail about the three
non-traditional texts that I chose to focus on: graphic novels, podcasts, and video and
ﬁlm. There are more options for the walking group because I felt that by providing
choices, teachers could choose to focus on the information that interests them the most
and best ﬁts their teaching style and classroom needs. However, I also wanted to avoid
assuming that all teachers would have a preference or that all teachers in the walking
group already used non-traditional texts. Perhaps they also would interested in learning
some new information about a medium that they are not as familiar with.
The ﬁrst article, by William H.Teale, Jung Kim, and William Boerman-Cornell, offers a
short bit of information about how the graphic medium can and is being used in the
elementary classroom setting. I felt that this would give secondary teachers a glimpse
into what their students may have already experienced with graphic novels and spark
some inspiration about how to emulate the positive practices at the secondary level.
The second article choice, by Danielle Vandenberg, offers a unique perspective about
author studies and how to include podcasts as a means of learning about authors and
even hearing their own voices in a conversational format of a podcast. I felt that this
choice would offer some practical applications to the medium and could be a relatively
simple way for walking teachers to consider using the medium.
Julie A. Pantano’s article was selected because of its relevance to the teaching
experience that many are having right now, including myself. Due to the Covid-19
pandemic, many teachers are having to rethink how they deliver and design lessons for
distance learning. This article gives a relevant narrative and transformative approach to
using non-traditional texts, especially during this challenging time in education. At the
end of the article, Pantano offers some other ideas to consider when deciding how to use
multimodal learning representations which again, may spark some ideas for teachers
who want to implement the medium more in their classrooms.
I also chose to include the video from Literacy Teacher to again, give the base
knowledge to teachers that may not be as close to Running as they are to Walking. This
would provide a general overview that teachers could choose to watch before diving
deeper into speciﬁc mediums and thinking about how they could integrate them into
their own curriculums.
Finally, the last choice would be to read the article by Matt Davis about resources for
teaching ﬁlm literacy. This is a very interesting article that would provide scaffolding for
teachers who wish to reach the ELA standards that involve ﬁlm in their deep dive and
application later in the professional development session. This also could be used to
examine how others teach and use ﬁlm literacy components in ELA.
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Why these resources?
Running
The resources selected for the “running” group were selected because they are the most
in depth of the resources that I found to be helpful for this sort of virtual professional
development session, and they are each experience is an example of how the mediums
could be used to relay information in the classroom.
The podcast (Cult of Pedagogy), although it is longer than the other resources, can be
skimmed to glean useful information about using podcasts to transform how students
experience new information. This resource piggybacks off of the article about podcasts
that the “walking” group has the choice to read, and offers deeper application ideas to
teachers who are very comfortable integrating non-traditional mediums into their
classrooms. It also gives some resources for ﬁnding podcasts that can be used later in the
application part of the professional development session.
The video from Common Sense Education is very short, and gives some issues to
consider when you are utilizing videos more effectively, in the classroom. This video
assumes that teachers in the “running” group are already using videos in the classroom,
and it gives some reflective thoughts about the value and quality of the videos being
shown, and the equity concerns to keep in mind when using them. These are deeper level
considerations for teachers who already are implementing video analysis.
The last article was a choice that the “walking” group could select as well. I felt that this
resource may also be valuable to the “running” group because it addresses issues that they
too may want to consider when using graphic novels, and it gives a glimpse into how
educators of younger grades are employing the medium. The most important piece of
information that I would want the “running” group to take away would be the issue of
grammar in the medium. With any medium, students need to be taught to access the
medium by being given the language to speak about what they experience. (I have also
designed three introductory lessons on this topic to introduce students to the most
important vocabulary of the medium, and prepare students at higher levels to engage in a
novel study using a graphic novel or narrative. These lessons can also be found in this
thesis.)
Each of these resources are intended to prepare the “running” group for brainstorming
ways to improve their own lessons, by encouraging reflective thinking on what issues
arise when using these multimodal texts, and also spark some inspiration by giving
examples of how to use these non-traditional texts in effective ways.
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Brainstorming - Crawling
Directions: Use this brainstorming template to select one lesson or unit in which you think
using a non-traditional text would enhance student engagement, learning, or equity.

a) What lesson or unit do you already teach that would lend itself to using a
non-traditional or multimodal text?

b) How would using a non-traditional or multimodal text enhance or transform this lesson
or unit?

c) How would student engagement be affected?

d) How would this help students learn the content?

e) How would this ensure equity for learners of varying levels?
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Brainstorming - Walking
Directions: Use this brainstorming template to select one lesson or unit in which you think
using a non-traditional text would enhance student engagement, learning, or equity, OR a
lesson or unit that you already use a non-traditional text and brainstorm some ways to improve
it.

a) What lesson or unit do you already teach that would lend itself to using a
non-traditional or multimodal text?

b) How would using a non-traditional or multimodal text enhance or transform this lesson
or unit?

c) How would student engagement be affected? How would this help students learn the
content?

d) OR: What lesson do you already use a non-traditional text for? How can you improve
it?
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Brainstorming - Running
Directions: Use this brainstorming template to select one lesson or unit in which you use a
non-traditional text to enhance student engagement, learning, or equity, and brainstorm some
ways to improve it.

a) What is one lesson or unit you already teach that includes a non-traditional or
multimodal text?

b) Think about how you could improve it by focusing on the following: Increased student
engagement, ensuring student equity, or improving the delivery and implementation.
I could…

Students could...

Running: Select one of the “make
and take” templates to design an
artifact to use in your classroom OR
open a lesson that you already have
to improve it!

Walking: Select one of the three
“make and take” templates to design
an artifact to use in your classroom!

Crawling: Select one of the three
“make and take” templates to design
an artifact to use in your classroom!
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For film, use this Film Analysis
SCREEN GUIDE the next time you
show a film in class! This
resource lends itself best to
fiction, and can be adapted to fit
any film. Feel free to use as many
or as few components of it, as
long as you keep the standard in
mind. Also, as you design your
“make and take” keep in mind
what level YOU are comfortable
teaching at.
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Name: ________________ Class Period: ______

Film Analysis SCREEN Guide

(Students Critically Reading Elements and Examining Narratives)
Directions: Use the following elements to think about the film’s themes and
messages and how the characters, setting, and plot are developed.

What do you notice about the core focus categories?
A: IMAGES &
CAMERA WORK:
Close Ups or Wide
Shots? Short or Long
shots? What camera
angles are used in the
film? What effect do
they have?

B: COLORS: What

color and lighting choices
are used?

C: MUSIC &
SOUND: What music

*(diegetic - any sounds that exist in the story world or non-diegetic - any sounds that are from
outside the film)*

and sound selections
are used? What effect
do they have?

Interested in learning more? Here is a super cool article about film terminology!

Think about what you’ve noticed in each category:

Remember: Films are adaptations of the book. That means that the director is naturally going to change things to
fit the film medium.
● Think about the differences between how the book and the film adaptation portrayed the
characters, setting, and/or plot.
● How are the themes in the film like or unlike those of the book?
● What unique or different themes or messages might the filmmakers be trying to convey?
● What “moves” do the filmmakers make to communicate those themes or messages, and
how does it affect your “reading” of the film?
Be ready to share your thoughts in class discussion!
Standards:

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 8
topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly.[CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.8.1]
Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and evaluate the
motives (e.g., social, commercial, political) behind its presentation. [CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.8.2]
Analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production of a story or drama stays faithful to or departs from the text or script,
evaluating the choices made by the director or actors.[CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.8.7]

Atwater 2020 - Adapted from Domke, L., Weippert, T., & Apol, L. (2018). Beyond School Breaks: Reinterpreting the Uses of Film
in Classrooms. The Reading Teacher, 72(1), 51–59. https://doi.org/10.1002/trtr.1677

For podcasts, use this Podcast
Choice Board as an anchor
activity or to design a podcast
lesson! Feel free to use as
many or as few components of
it, as long as you keep the
standards in mind. Also, as
you design your “make and
take” keep in mind what level
YOU are comfortable teaching
at.
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Title

Title

Title

Title

Title

Mrs. Atwater’s Podcast Choice Board

Title
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Part II: Lesson Plans
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Introduction to Graphic Novels: Lesson #1
Designed by: Oona Atwater
This lesson will be utilizing the novel Understanding Comics: The Invisible Arts by Scott McCloud.
Grade Level:

10th (can be modified and used for any secondary level)

Content Area:

ELA

Title of Lesson:

Introduction to Graphic Novels: What are Graphic Novels? How do we read them?

Unit Topic:

Graphic Novel Bootcamp! - Graphic Novel Study

Using this Lesson Plan Series:
This lesson plan series is meant to teach the basics of the graphic novel and narrative medium
and offer students the language with which to discuss the medium. These lessons would be best
taught before the start of a novel study using the graphic medium to prepare students, not only
to have access to the medium, but also to be thinking about the author’s choices within the
medium, relating to the lessons’ essential questions. The lesson plan series was designed for a
10th grade ELA classroom, but could be modified to fit any secondary grade. Additionally,
these lessons could be modified to be taught during distance learning, and can be scaffolded to
support students of varying ability and comfort levels. These lessons are designed to build
upon what students already know, but also give foundational information to students who are
new to the medium.
Standards:
NYS CC ELA & Literacy Standards
ELA CC Standards:

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.3

Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions
in different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style,
and to comprehend more fully when reading or listening.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases based on grades 9-10 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
Backward Design Overview:
Know:

The basic language used to describe the graphic medium

Understand:

When medium-specific language is used

Be able to do: To describe a scene in a graphic novel using some medium-specific language
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Evidence:

Class discussion and formative assessment exit ticket answering the question: Describe three
things that you see in this graphic novel excerpt and use medium-specific language.

Essential Questions:
What are graphic novels and narratives? What is the value of integrating text and images to create a narrative?

Learning Objectives:
Objective/Learning Target:
Given an excerpt from a graphic
novel, students will be able to
describe three medium-specific
components that they see.

Bloom’s Taxonomy:
Remembering/Understanding

Assessment Tools:
Exit Ticket

“I can determine medium-specific
language to describe an excerpt of
text .”

Student Considerations:
Students can be in differentiated groups based on readiness. Students with IEPs will be assigned to the most
appropriate group and given any scaffolding that they are entitled to on the IEP, and also whatever strategies that
are found to be most successful for them. Students can use technology to access this lesson if that is how the
teacher decides to structure it, or if the current teaching situations demand technological implementation. Teacher
will “touch base” or conference with all students throughout the group work process to arrange their success in
the completion of the exercise.

The Flow of Teaching and Learning Experiences:
Components
for specific
instructional
framework:

Timing of
each
component

What the teacher will be
doing...

What the learners will be
doing…

Anticipatory
Set/Bell
Ringer

15 minutes

Teacher will begin by welcoming
the students and doing a quick
mental health check-in. Then,
students will complete their bell
ringer to activate prior knowledge
about the new topic: graphic novels.
After 5 minutes, the teacher will
discuss with the group what they
already know about the graphic
medium and take notes on the board,
addressing any misconceptions that
arise.

Students enter the classroom and
follow the instructions on the board
to complete their bell ringer to
activate prior knowledge about
graphic novels. They will then
participate in the group discussion
about what the group already knows
about reading graphic novels.
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Group Work
Time &
Direct
Instruction
Time

Reflection/Closure

20 minutes

Teacher will read and discuss the
essential questions with the class.
Teacher will explain that the next
three days will be dedicated to
preparing them with the language
they will need to discuss the graphic
novel in their upcoming novel study.
Teacher will post example #1 on the
board and ask students to describe
what they see. Then, the teacher says
“Now, you will break up into your
partner groups. You will be given a
word bank of terminology that is
used to describe various components
of the graphic medium. Given this
example, with some arrows and lines
to guide you to each component, see
if you can decide which word
describes each component.”
Students will be given the exercise
sheet to attempt with their partner(s).
Teacher will be conferencing with
students and circulating to help as
needed. Teacher will ask guiding
questions and give hints as students
attempt to solve for each words’
meaning. (Depending on the class
level, the teacher should use best
judgment to decide the length of
time given for this exercise.) After a
2 minute warning, the teacher will
bring the whole group back together
to go over the correct answers and
allow students to make corrections.
Teacher will explain that students
should make sure that the
vocabulary is reflected correctly on
this sheet because it will become a
resource for them later on in the
graphic novel study. Then, the
teacher will go over the rest of the
vocabulary that was not reflected in
the example with the students and
use direct instruction techniques to
teach the vocabulary.

Students will review the essential
questions with the teacher. They will
engage in the discussion on the
graphic novel excerpt example #1.
Then, they will receive their
terminology exercise sheet, break
out into their partner groups, and
attempt the exercise to determine the
meaning of the medium-specific
language for graphic novels. They
are encouraged to work
collaboratively and call the teacher
over for help and clarification. They
will then be brought back together
by the teacher and will go over
answers and correct their first
attempts to reflect the correct
answers. Finally, students will
complete the notes sheet to record
the rest of the vocabulary.

5 minutes

Teacher will then give directions for
their exit ticket which is to jot down
three medium-specific words that
are used in example #2 and state
how they visually experience them.
They can even give examples to
explain. Finally, students will

Students will be given any other
useful or appropriate information
about what is on the agenda for the
next day. They will complete their
exit tickets as a “door slam” to give
the teacher a formative assessment
of their learning for the day.
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submit their exit tickets and be
reminded that tomorrow they will be
engaging with this material again, so
be thinking about the essential
questions.

Resources and Materials:
Students may use assistive technology, or 1:1 technology if the lesson is adapted to be more technological in
delivery, students will need the exercise/resource sheet below, and post-it notes or half sheets of paper.

Example #1:
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Example #2:
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Name: ________________________________

Date:

/

/

Page 1

Graphic Narrative Terminology Exercise/Resource Sheet

Vocabulary Bank:
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Page 2

Other valuable terminology to know!
Bleed:
Graphic weight:
Foreground:
Midground:
Background:

Figures:
Hands/Feet Faces Text:
Captions Special-effects lettering -
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Graphic Narrative Terminology KEY

Vocabulary Bank:
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Other valuable terminology to know!
Bleed: An image that extends to or beyond the edge of the page
Graphic weight: A term that describes the way that some images draw

more attention to themselves than the others around them, creating a
focus point using color or shading or repeated patterns or images
Foreground: The images that appear closest to the reader
Midground: Where images are placed in the center of the page or panel,

readily available to look at, as opposed to off center

Background: Additional or subtextual information for the reader
Figures:
Hands/Feet -  The positioning of hands and feet can be used to show what

is happening in the story - the wringing of hands suggests worry, hands
over the mouth shows fear or shyness, feet with motion strokes can
create the sense of panic, urgency, or speed
Faces - Faces can be portrayed in different ways - Some look like an

actual person, others are stereotypical, and represent an idea or a
group of people
Text:
Captions - Boxes containing text elements, usually not dialogue, but

sometimes it can. Includes scene description, setting, time period

Special-effects lettering - Highlighted text, such as bang! or wow! With

unique lettering and background images
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Introduction to Graphic Novels: Lesson #2
Designed by: Oona Atwater
This lesson will be utilizing the novel Understanding Comics: The Invisible Arts by Scott McCloud.
Grade Level:

10th (can be modified and used for any secondary level)

Content Area:

ELA

Title of Lesson:

Introduction to Graphic Novels: What are Graphic Novels? How do we read them?

Unit Topic:

Graphic Novel Bootcamp! - Graphic Novel Study

Standards:
NYS CC ELA & Literacy Standards
ELA CC Standards:

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.3

Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions
in different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style,
and to comprehend more fully when reading or listening.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.9-10.5

Analyze how an author's choices concerning how to structure a text,
order events within it (e.g., parallel plots), and manipulate time (e.g.,
pacing, flashbacks) create such effects as mystery, tension, or
surprise.
Backward Design Overview:
Know:

What the graphic novel vocabulary components look like

Understand:

How textual and visual components are combined in the graphic medium

Be able to do: Find the components within authentic graphic mediums texts and analyze why the author may
have included them in the novel

Evidence:

Students will select one of the vocabulary components that they identified in the novels and
write a short answer analytic response to the question: Why might the author have included
this component and what does it do to the textual and visual connection on the page?

Essential Questions:
What are graphic novels and narratives? What is the value of integrating text and images to create a narrative?
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Learning Objectives:
Objective/Learning Target:
Given an authentic graphic text,
students will be able to identify
components of the medium and
analyze why the author included the
component.

Bloom’s Taxonomy:
Applying/Analyzing

Assessment Tools:
Written Response
Question
● “Muddiest Point”
●

“I can analyze the intentional
components that the author included
in the text.”

Student Considerations:
Students can be in differentiated groups based on readiness. Students with IEPs will be assigned to the most
appropriate group and given any scaffolding that they are entitled to on the IEP, and also whatever strategies that
are found to be most successful for them. Students can use technology to access this lesson if that is how the
teacher decides to structure it, or if the current teaching situations demand technological implementation. Teacher
will “touch base” or conference with all students throughout the group work process to arrange their success in
the completion of the exercise.

The Flow of Teaching and Learning Experiences:
Components
for specific
instructional
framework:

Timing of
each
component

What the teacher will be
doing...

What the learners will be
doing…

Anticipatory
Set/Bell
Ringer

10 minutes

Teacher will begin by welcoming
the students and doing a quick
mental health check-in. Then,
students will complete their bell
ringer to form some opinions of
varying graphic novel covers. These
ideas should be jotted down on a
post-it note or half sheet of paper.
After 5 minutes, the teacher will
discuss with the group what they
liked about each cover and what
they didn’t like, encouraging the use
of medium-specific language used in
the previous day’s lesson. Teacher
will encourage students to retrieve
their resource sheets from yesterday
to rely on for class discussion and
the day’s lesson.

Students enter the classroom and
follow the instructions on the board
to complete their bell ringer to
engage with various covers of
popular graphic novels to discover
what they like and do not like about
the textual and visual details of each.
They will participate in class
discussion, using medium-specific
language to explain themselves.
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Independent
or Partner
Discovery
Time

Reflection/Closure

25 minutes

Teacher will review and discuss the
essential questions and the
vocabulary from the previous lesson
with the class. Teacher will explain
that today, students will be doing a
“scavenger hunt” for examples of
their vocabulary terms within the
books that were previewed at the
beginning of class. Once they
complete the scavenger hunt, they
will select one of the vocabulary
components that they found and
write a short answer analytic
response to the question: Why might
the author have included this
component and what does it do to
the textual and visual connection on
the page? While students work,
teacher will be circulating to help as
needed. Teacher will ask guiding
questions and give hints or page
numbers as students attempt to find
each of the graphic components on
their recording sheet. (Depending on
the class level, the teacher should
use best judgment to decide the
length of time given for this exercise
and also what level of scaffolding
will be needed for student success,
such as limited vocabulary words
that need to be found, giving page
numbers, etc..) After a 2 minute
warning, the teacher will bring the
whole group back together to review
what the students discovered.

Students will be interacting with one
or several graphic novels of their
choice from the options included.
They will use their resources sheet
from the previous lesson and also
their recording sheet to discover
examples of various components of
the graphic medium. They then will
answer the short analytical question,
Why might the author have included
this component and what does it do
to the textual and visual connection
on the page? Students can briefly
collaborate as needed and are
encouraged to ask the teacher for
help, scaffolding, and clarification.
After a 2 minute warning, the
students will participate in the class
discussion on their findings.

5 minutes

At the end of class, the teacher will
collect student recording sheets to
use the written response as a
formative assessment. This will
inform teaching tomorrow. Students
will be given one last quick
assessment. Students will be given a
post-it note or half-sheet of paper to
record their “muddiest point” on, in
other words, the term or concept that
they are still unsure of. This will be
useful for the teacher for tomorrow.
Finally, the teacher will ask students
to bring their favorite book, or the
book from their last novel study, to
class the next day.

Students will be turning in their
recording sheets and will be
completing a quick reflection
assessment on their “muddiest
point” of the vocabulary so far.
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Resources and Materials:
Students may use assistive technology, or 1:1 technology if the lesson is adapted to be more technological in
delivery, students will need post-it notes or a half sheet of paper, graphic novel and narrative texts to use,
(whether they are the same texts as shown or not,) and the recording sheet. They also will want their copy of the
resource sheet from the previous lesson to reference throughout this lesson.
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Book Covers - Bell Ringer:
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Name: ________________________________

Date:

/

/

Page 1

Graphic Novel & Narrative Scavenger Hunt Recording Sheet
Directions: Select any graphic novel to begin with. You may switch out this novel at any time to help you with
your scavenger hunt. Use your resource page to help you remember what each of the vocabulary terms are!
Choose at least 2 of each color vocabulary words to find and record. The first four in red, you must find! When
you are finished, respond to the analysis question below.

Vocabulary Word:
Frame
Gutter
Speech Balloon
Panel
Bleed
Hands/Feet
Faces
Foreground
Midground
Background
Captions
Special-effects
lettering

Book Title:

Page # (if given):

Describe what you see that indicates
that this is the component you were
looking for:
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Once you complete the scavenger hunt, select one of the vocabulary components
that you found and write a short answer analytic response to this question: Why
might the author have included this component and what does it do to the textual
and visual connection on the page?
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Introduction to Graphic Novels: Lesson #3
Designed by: Oona Atwater
This lesson will be utilizing the novel Understanding Comics: The Invisible Arts by Scott McCloud.
Grade Level:

10th (can be modified and used for any secondary level)

Content Area:

ELA

Title of Lesson:

Introduction to Graphic Novels: What are Graphic Novels? How do we read them?

Unit Topic:

Graphic Novel Bootcamp! - Graphic Novel Study

Standards:
NYS CC ELA & Literacy Standards
ELA CC Standards:

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.3

Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions
in different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style,
and to comprehend more fully when reading or listening.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events
using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured
event sequences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.6

Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and
update individual or shared writing products, taking advantage of
technology's capacity to link to other information and to display
information flexibly and dynamically.
Backward Design Overview:
Know:

What the graphic novel vocabulary components look like

Understand:

How textual and visual components are combined in the graphic medium to create a duality
in which the text and graphics must be used together to create a narrative

Be able to do: Take a favorite moment from another text and create a graphic representation of that scene,
including the components that they have learned about

Evidence:

Students will create their own graphic narrative excerpt (or comic strip) of a favorite novel
scene using their knowledge of the components of the graphic medium

Essential Questions:
What are graphic novels and narratives? What is the value of integrating text and images to create a narrative?
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Learning Objectives:
Objective/Learning Target:
Given a digital platform for
designing graphic novel scenes (or
comic strips,) students will be able
to design their own graphic
narrative excerpt (or comic strip) of
a favorite novel scene using their
knowledge of the components of
the graphic medium.

Bloom’s Taxonomy:
Evaluating/Creating

Assessment Tools:
Graphic Novel Excerpt
Creation
● Response to Essential
Questions (also acts as an
anticipation question
before graphic novel
study)
●

“I can create a graphic novel
excerpt based on my favorite
moment from a favorite novel.”

Student Considerations:
Students can be in differentiated groups based on readiness. Students with IEPs will be assigned to the most
appropriate group and given any scaffolding that they are entitled to on the IEP, and also whatever strategies that
are found to be most successful for them. Students can use technology to access this lesson if that is how the
teacher decides to structure it, or if the current teaching situations demand technological implementation. Teacher
will “touch base” or conference with all students throughout the group work process to arrange their success in
the completion of the exercise.

The Flow of Teaching and Learning Experiences:
Components
for specific
instructional
framework:

Timing of
each
component

What the teacher will be
doing...

What the learners will be
doing…

Anticipatory
Set/Bell
Ringer

10 minutes

Teacher will begin by welcoming
the students and doing a quick
mental health check-in. Then,
students will complete their bell
ringer,which will be designed based
on student responses from the
“muddiest point” exercise from the
day before. This should be geared
toward student need and clarifying
misunderstood vocabulary and
concepts. Then, students can begin
exploring the following resource that
they will be using for their project:
https://www.storyboardthat.com/stor

Students enter the classroom and
follow the instructions on the board
to complete their bell ringer and
begin exploring the storyboard
website. Then they will listen to
directions and begin working on
their projects. They should retrieve
their resources from the first lesson
to help them. They also should be
encouraged to get their preferred
book out, if they brought it, to help
them with the project.
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yboard-creator
This will spark excitement for the
day’s assignment and also allow
students to familiarize with the
various tools within the program.
The teacher will then have students
close their laptops or turn off their
monitors to encourage student focus
on the next directives. The teacher
will preview the project with the
students, explaining when they are
due and what the expectations are.
The teacher should review the rubric
so students understand the project
criteria.

Creative
Workshop

Reflection/Closure

25 minutes

Teacher will be conferencing with
students and circulating to help as
needed. Teacher will ask guiding
questions and give feedback to help
students develop their projects. .
(Depending on the class level, the
teacher should use best judgment to
decide the length of time given for
this project and the scaffolding
necessary to ensure equity for all
students.) After a 5 minute warning,
the teacher will bring the whole
group back together. Teacher will
praise students for their hard work
and give directions on when to finish
the projects.

Students will be using their resource
sheet and their favorite novel to
design their graphic novel excerpt.
The due date should reflect what the
teacher believes will give students
enough time to engage in the project
and produce a product of quality.

5 minutes

At the end of class, Then, the
teacher will have students complete
the reflection, either digitally
(example is attached) or with the
attached half sheet.

Students will put away their project
materials and complete the reflection
on the essential questions.

Resources and Materials:
Students may use assistive technology, or 1:1 technology if the lesson is adapted to be more technological in
delivery, students will need access to technology for the creation piece of this assignment, or a blank piece of
paper. It may be helpful to print a pre-divided sheet off for students if they choose to draw their own graphic
excerpt. They also will want their own copies of the resource sheet and the rubric to reference throughout this
project. Finally, they will need access to technology or a paper copy of the essential question reflection
assessment.
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Name: ________________________________

Date:

/

/

Graphic Novel & Narrative Creativity Mini Project
Directions: Think about your favorite scene from your favorite novel. It could be from the novel we just finished
studying, another novel that you have studied in school, or a novel that you read in another context. Using a
minimum of three framed panels, use this online resource OR you may employ your own artistic skills to
design that scene using the graphic medium. Think about which components you have learned about would best
express what is going on in that scene. Please use the single-point rubric below to help you.
Link to Online Resource: https://www.storyboardthat.com/storyboard-creator

Concerns
Areas that Need
Improvement

Criteria
Expectations for This
Assignment

Advanced
Evidence of Exceeding
Standards

#1: Project Size: Three Framed
Panels are used to portray the
scene

#2: Vocabulary Integration: At
least 6 of the vocabulary
components are evident in the
excerpt

#3: Effort and Creativity: You
were engaging with the
terminology and components as
you designed your excerpt and
were thoughtful in your creation

#4: Connection between Original
Text and your Excerpt: It is
evident that you relied on your
knowledge or research of your
selected book scene to design your
textual and visual experience of
that scene
0-80points

80-90 points

90-100 points
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Graphic Novel Introduction Reflection
Directions: Before we begin our graphic novel study, respond to the essential questions. Use your new
knowledge of graphic novel and narrative components to help you explain. Your answer may change and evolve
as we dig deeper into our novel study as well, which is good!

Essential Questions: What are graphic novels and narratives? What is the value of integrating
text and images to create a narrative?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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